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Existence of weight functions for which the Lagrange interpolating polynomials
associated with the zeros of the corresponding orthogonal polynomials diverge in
every LP space with p> 2 for some continuous function is proved, © 1985 Academic

Press, Inc.

Paul Tunln [4, Problem VIII, p. 32] asked whether there exists a weight
function w on [-1, 1] such that, for some continuous function f, the
corresponding Lagrange interpolating polynomials L n ( w, f) satisfy

limsupr 1/- L n ( w'/W w= 00 ( 1)
n --+ co - 1

for every p> 2. A weaker version of this problem is whether w exists so
that, for every p> 2, (1) holds with / = /p [4, Problem IX, p. 33]. We
proved the existence of such a weight w in [3] and thus solved Problem IX
of [4]. The purpose of this note is to prove a general result on weighted LP
divergence of Lagrange interpolation which implies an affirmative answer
to Tunln's Problem VIII.

Let drx be a positive measure supported in [ -1, 1] such that supp(drx) is
an infinite set and let {xkn( drx) }k= 1 denote the zeros of the corresponding
nth-degree orthogonal polynomials. For a given continuous function / let
Ln(drx, f) be the Lagrange interpolating polynomial of degree n - 1 which
agrees with/at xkn(drx), k= 1, 2, ..., n.

THEOREM. Let !ogrx'(cose)EL1
, l~po<oo and u(?O)EL I

. Suppose
that r [rx'(t)(1 - t2 )1/2] -p/2 u(t) dt = 00

-1

(2)

* This paper is based upon research supported by the National Science Foundation under
Grant MCS-83-00882.
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for every P> Po. Then there exists a continuous function f such that

limsupr ILn(da,j, t)IP u(t) dt = 00
n ........ 00 - 1

for every P> Po·
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(3)

COROLLARY (Solution of Turan's Problem). [flog a'(cos e) ELI and

r (1-t2)-pI4a'(t)l~pI2dt=oo
~I

for every P > 2 then there exists a continuous function f such that

limsupr ILn(da, f, t)1 Pa'(t) dt = 00
n-oc -1

for every P > 2.

Let us point out that according to Erdos and Turan's celebrated result
[1], lim Ln(da, f) = fin LJ~ for every continuous function! Our Theorem
easily follows from our results in [3, Chap. 10] and the next technical

LEMMA. Let D be a Banach space with norm 11"11 and let {Bp}po<p""" be
a collection of Banach spaces Bp with norm 11'11 p such that BpC Bqfor P > q
and Ilbll q":;; Ilbll p if q < P and bE Bp. Let {Ln},~)= I be a sequence of bounded
linear operators defined on D with values in B"" such that '

lim sup IILn(f)11 p = 00
n~"" IIfll ~ I

holds for every Po < P ,,:;; 00. Then there exists fED such that

limsup II Ln(f) II p= 00
n--+ oc,

(4 )

(5)

for every Po < p":;; 00.

Proo! We construct f in (5) as follows. First we take PI = Po + 1.
Then by (4) and the uniform boundedness principle (UBP) [2, p. 26] there
exists fl ED such that II fill = 1 and limsup II Ln(fd II PI = 00. If limsup
IILn(fl )11 p= 00 for every Po < P < PI then we set f = fl and (5) is proved.
Otherwise, there exists P2 < PI such that Po < P2 < Po + 2 ~ 1 and limsup
IILn(fdll p2 < 00. With this choice of P2 we can apply (4) and UBP to find

f2 E D such that II f211 = 1 and limsup IILn(f2)11 P2 = 00. If limsup
IILn(f2)ll p=00 for every PO<P<P2 then again (5) is proved withf=f2'
Otherwise, there exists P3 < P2 such that Po < P3 < Po + 3 - I and limsup
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IILn(f2)lI p3 < 00. Now we continue this process and either we find J satisfy
ing (5) or we construct two infinite sequences {pdk~ 1 and {fdk~ 1 such
that

PI> P2> P3> ... > Po,

limsup II Ln(fk) II PJ = 00,

and

1~j~k,

limsup IILn(fk)ll pj < 00, i>k.
n- 00

Assuming that the latter possibility occurs and introducing the notation

1~k<i,
n

we can inductively define two sequences {Ck} k~ land {nk} k~ 1 such that
CI =~, O<Ek+ 1~ ~Eb nk's are integers, 1~nl <n2 < n3 < "',

k-l

Ck II Lnk(fd II Pk ~ k + 2 + L C,A'k
,~ 1

and

sup IILnk(f)llpk~Ck-;I'
UII",l

Let J be defined by

xc

J= L ck!k'
k=l

Then II J II ~ 1 and for any given P> Po we have P> Pk for sufficiently large
values of k so that

k- 1 00

- L E,IILnk(f,)ll pk - L C, sup IILnJf)II Pk,= 1 , ~ k + 1 II III '" 1

k-l k-l

~k+2+ L C,A'k- L E,A'k- 2 =k
'~l ,= 1

holds for k ~ k o and thus (5) is satisfied.
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Proof of the Theorem. Assuming without loss of generality that Ju = 1
we can set D = C[ -1, 1J, Bp = Le[ -1, 1J and Ln(f) = Ln(drx,f). By
Theorem 10.15 [3, p. 180J (2) implies (4) and thus by (5) the Theorem is
proved.

Using Theorem 10.19 [3, p. 182J one can prove a variant of the Lemma
valid for LP spaces with 0 < p < 1 and that would extend our Theorem for
the case when 0 < Po < 00. Applying Theorem 10.16 [3, p. 181 J one can
produce versions of our Theorem where the condition log rx'(cos e) ELI is
replaced by other requirements. It is also easy to see that n - 00 in (2)
could be weakened to nj - 00 where {nj } is an;, given increasing sequence
of integer. We let the reader fill in the missing links.
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